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The first half of 2021 
was filled with positive 
signs of recovery, with 
Q2 showing impressive 
leaps forward. Now, we 
are on the edge of a 
new period in business 
with the promise of 

exciting growth just ahead, and we look forward to 
capitalizing on these opportunities.

As the economy continues to see signs of recovery, 
we’re seeing positive trends in our portfolio as well. 
An uptick in leases and monthly rent increases are 
just the beginning. Some properties have seen 
market value appreciation prompting our acquisitions 
team to explore sale opportunities ahead of schedule 
with the goal of providing exceptional returns to those 
investors. 

At every turn, our team rises to the challenge. 
Thanks to their specialized skills, data analysis, and 
deep knowledge, we have been able to quickly and 
confidently respond to every opportunity. Even before 
the pandemic, and especially throughout, our team has 
always operated diligently to ensure we are making the 
best decisions for our investors. I’m immensely proud 
of the dedication and agility that our team has shown, 
and it makes me optimistic about the next phase of 
the company’s growth knowing that we have the best 
people in place and new great people are joining our 
team. The ability to immediately adapt to the needs of 
each property is a testament to our operations team’s 
proficiency. The diligence with which our acquisitions 
team has been exploring and identifying new markets 
and product opportunities proves the value in both 
deep research and relationships. 

Our hard work continues to pay off, as we have 
now reached the official expansion of our physical 
presence beyond Dallas. Our office in São Paulo is 

A LETTER FROM THE CEO

now complete, and we are excited about the addition 
of several new hires dedicated to providing the best 
service possible to our international clientele. You can 
learn more about each new member of the Brazilian 
team in the CONTI Update on the following page. 
Building this team has been a personal project for 
some time now, and I am encouraged by the caliber of 
talent that now represents CONTI abroad. We cannot 
wait to see what impact our new team members are 
able to make, not only internally, but also in your 
experience with CONTI. 

With a new quarter also comes new offerings. I could 
not be more excited for the impending launch of our 
CONTI RE High-Growth Fund IV, CONTI’s fourth real 
estate investment fund. This fund will offer a unique 
blend of diversity, both in terms of geography as 
well as product. We have always and will continue 
to focus on multifamily, but we are expanding our 
appetite beyond existing value-added properties, 
welcoming the prospect of potential new development 
opportunities, including in single-family home rentals. 
This is a strategic expansion where we are using our 
industry experience and relationships to offer great 
investment opportunities to our investors. 

Each time I write this letter, I am overwhelmed with 
gratitude, for our team, for our investors, and for all of 
those with whom we do business. Your continued faith 
and support are exactly the motivation we need to 
come back every day striving to improve in whatever 
way we can. With so much to look forward to, we will 
keep doing what we need to do in order to make it 
happen. 

All my very best,

Carlos Vaz
Co-Founder & CEO, CONTI
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CONTI UPDATE

The state of Texas, and the Sun Belt as a whole, 
has led the nation throughout the majority of the 
pandemic recovery period. In recent months, multiple 
companies have announced new relocations and 
expansion to the region and the continuing trend of 
domestic migration shows no signs of slowing. 

CONTI is increasingly encouraged by the positive 
momentum we’re seeing not just across the region, 
but internationally as well. Recognizing our growing 
base of clientele in Brazil, we are pleased to share 
that our satellite office in São Paulo, Brazil is fully 
operational and staffed with an experienced team of 
financial investor relations professionals providing the 
highest level of service. Recently, Isabella Monti joined 
Marina Varella as an Investor Relations Manager for 
Brazil, while Fernanda Pacini will lead our efforts in 
Miami and across Latin America. Marcelo Alencar, the 
former Tax Partner of Financial Service from KPMG, 
serves as our Head of Legal, Compliance, and 
Operations for the Brazilian Market. Christiane Vila 
rounds out the team as our Brazil Office Manager.

Additionally, Carlos Vaz was recognized as a finalist for 
Ernst &Young’s Entrepreneur of the Year - Southwest 
Program, which celebrates entrepreneurs who test 
the limits of the possible and catapult us to what’s 
next and beyond. Carlos’ drive to continually improve 
and his grand vision for the future of our company 
continues to inspire our growth and performance. 

CONTI REAL ESTATE

The Real Estate division of CONTI continues to see 
signs of portfolio recovery. In the second quarter, 
we saw occupancy levels reach 95.9%, as well as 
a 5.2% growth in new leases and a 4.7% increase 
in renewals. This is a testament to the dedication of 
our on-site teams, who work tirelessly to ensure our 
residents have the best experience possible while at 
our properties. Our Acquisitions team was also able 
to complete the disposition of Villa Torino just as 
the quarter came to a close. The sale was finalized 
on June 29 and provided substantial returns to our 
investors. We also currently have two more properties 
under contract to sell, with a few more dispositions in 
the works.

On the Acquisitions front, we are excitedly targeting 
our first potential acquisition outside of Texas. The 
Atlanta market is our first focus in the Sun Belt, and we 
are underwriting additional opportunities throughout 
the region. We anticipate launching our fourth fund, 
CONTI RE High-Growth Fund IV, before the end 
of August. The Fund offers expanded multifamily 
investment options in high-growth opportunistic 

Villa Torino, a CONTI dispositions that closed during 
2Q2021

Isabella Monti,
Investor Relations Manager - 
Brazil

Fernanda Pacini,
Investor Relations Manager - 
LATAM

Marcelo Alencar,
Head of Legal, Compliance, 
and Operations

Christiane Vila, 
Brazil Office Manager
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properties as well as in new development, such as 
single-family home rental communities. Please feel 
free to reach out to your Investor Relations contact 
today for more details.

CONTI FINANCE

After the successful launch of our Equity and Debt 
division in 2020, we are expanding this platform under 
the CONTI Finance banner. CONTI Finance provides 

established sponsors with capital solutions to acquire 
and manage real estate throughout the U.S. With 
our strong industry knowledge and reputation, we 
have cultivated a strategic partnership with a leader 
in real estate lending, producing an active pipeline 
of opportunities. As we look to offer more financing 
options to strategic sponsors, we look forward to 
seeing this division continue to grow and evolve. 

SUMMARY

Although we still have obstacles to full recovery in 
front of us, we remain resilient as we move ahead. 
We are more confident than ever that we have the 
right team of dedicated individuals in place to help 
us realize our potential, and we have a renewed 
appreciation for the important things in life: our health, 
our relationships, and our purpose. With this strong 
foundation in place, we look forward to our continued 
growth and progress, working diligently to maximize 
the potential performance of our portfolio.
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ACQUISITIONS &
INVESTMENT INSIGHTS

CONTI REAL ESTATE

Following the sluggish start in 2020 due to the COVID 
pandemic, sales volume in the first half of 2021 is off 
to a record start. Furthermore, it is expected to break 
records for both pricing & volume if it is sustained 
through the second half of the year. 

Thanks to a material shift of capital allocations into 
commercial real estate (primarily industrial and 
multifamily), cap rates are compressing to new 
historical lows. However, the amount of capital that 
has been attracted to multifamily investments could 
tighten the “risk-return” rate from the historical average 
of 2% above the 10-year treasury to something lower. 
The spread today remains healthy by historical norms 
– 1.5% 10-year treasury vs. 3.5% to 4.0% cap rates. 
As these rates rise, however, we will see how capital 
views the multifamily investment industry relative to 
historical norms. A benefit of the compressed cap 
rates is their help in stabilizing pricing, which has 
been tightening since last year. The future expectation 
of inflation and the potential for rising interest rates 
going into 2022 and beyond should also provide relief 
for cap rate compression. 

CONTI’s next phase of growth includes acquiring 
properties across the Sun Belt, not just in Texas. 
Diversification affords more opportunities, additional 
flexibility, and ultimately, greater yields over the 
long term. CONTI’s method for identifying and 
selecting expansion markets relies upon the long-
held demographic pattern of southern migration 
and population growth within the U.S. The primary 
measures of preferable markets and the fundamental 
determinants of housing demand, population, and job 
growth, indicate regional dominance by the Sun Belt. 

The continued migration from high-cost areas of living 
(primarily East and West coastal markets) into lower-
cost areas of living in the Sun Belt has accelerated 
due to the pandemic and the new flexibility of remote 
work. This in turn has driven unprecedented demand 
of capital attracted to Sun Belt markets. Driven by 
extremely strong population growth, both single-
family and multifamily occupancies in Sun Belt 
markets continue to remain robust, with rent growth 
beginning to recover and likely to accelerate as we 
end 2021. In this climate, our ability to leverage deep 
relationships and remain extremely nimble are our 
strongest assets for the remainder of 2021 to find the 
unique market opportunities providing appropriate 
risk-adjusted returns and long-term success.

CONTI’s Acquisitions team has been actively 
underwriting and pursuing potential investment 
opportunities in Texas, as well as Atlanta, Georgia. To 
date in 2021, we have underwritten over 140 potential 
opportunities and continue to remain vigilant and 
active in attempting to source the best opportunities.

• The continued migration from high-cost areas of living into lower-cost areas of living in the Sun Belt 
has accelerated due to the pandemic and the new flexibility of remote work. 

• CONTI’s next phase of growth includes acquiring properties across the Sun Belt, not just in Texas. 
Diversification affords more opportunities, additional flexibility, and ultimately, greater yields over 
the long term.

• We expect broken records for both pricing & sales volume through the second half of the year.

Atlanta, Georgia
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CONTI FINANCE

CONTI Finance is focused on providing debt & equity 
solutions to real estate sponsors throughout the United 
States, allowing them to partner with an established 
and proven real estate investment company with 
over a decade of industry experience. Last year, 
we successfully launched the CONTI Preferred 
Equity fund, devoted to multifamily acquisitions and 
refinances that require additional equity investment to 
close. Over the last year, the fund has invested in over 
1,520 units across multiple states. This area of our 
business continues to evolve and grow, and we are 
working to bring in new talent to lead the expansion 
of this division. Example of property acquired through our CONTI Preferred 

Equity Fund, located in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
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GLOBAL ECONOMIC
PERSPECTIVE

• Through the first half of 2021, the global recovery remains uneven; advanced economies showed 
rebounds thanks to fiscal measures and vaccine availability, but some EMDEs still struggle to reopen.

• We forecast the world GDP to increase by an annual average of 5.8% in 2021; advanced economies 
are expected to post GDP growth of 5.6%, and EMDEs are anticipated to grow by 5.9%.

• Most countries will recover all lost GDP by the end of 2022
• Among the advanced economies, we anticipate the U.S. to lead the GDP growth category at 6.0% in 

2021. China will lead EMDEs GDP at close to 8.5%.
• Full economic recovery continues to depend on vaccine distribution and control of the virus.

CURRENT STATUS OF THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

COVID-19 impacted the international economy, with 
some countries hit harder than others. Double-dip 
downturns in most countries caused world GDP growth 
to contract by 3.5% in 2020. Advanced economy GDP 
declined by close to 4.7%, with Emerging Market 
and Developing Economies (EMDEs) contracting 
by 2.2%. Among the advanced economies, the Euro 
area contracted by 6.6%, followed by Japanese GDP 
decline of 4.7%. The U.S. GDP declined by 3.5%. 
The Chinese GDP landed in positive territory, posting 
2.3% growth during 2020.

Through the first half of 2021, the global recovery 
had been uneven. In advanced economies, fiscal 
support and wide availability of the vaccines played 
a major role in reopening, reflected robust economic 
rebounds. However, some of the emerging markets 
and developing economies (EMDEs) still had to shut 
down, due to a new variant of the virus causing cases to 
increase and lack of necessary fiscal and healthcare. 
Nevertheless, the world GDP is estimated to grow by 
4.8% in 2Q2021, with advanced economies growing 
by 4.6% and EMDEs by 5.0%. The world GDP growth 
during the 2Q2021 is supported primarily by few large 
economies with double-digit growth, such as the U.S. 
and China.   

FORECAST: GLOBAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, 
REMAINDER 2021

The year 2021 will be remembered as an economic 
recovery year for most countries, during which the 
pandemic was controlled with vaccines. By now, it’s 

evident that the pandemic’s impact and subsequent 
economic recovery continues to depend on vaccine 
distribution, as well as convincing people to receive 
them. Meanwhile, developing countries will still need 
some help from world organizations and developed 
countries to curb the pandemic. 

Moving into the second half of 2021, we anticipate 
economic uncertainty to further calm. It will also 
be time to develop plans to repairs the economic 
damage done by the pandemic and to handle new 
issues created by the new economy. Here again, as 
pandemic disruptions varied, and continue to vary, 
between countries so will economic recovery.

We forecast the world GDP to increase by an annual 
average of 5.8% in 2021; advanced economies are 
expected to post GDP growth of 5.6%, and EMDEs 
are anticipated to grow by 5.9%. Most countries will 
recover all lost GDP by the end of 2022, though there 
will be winners and losers within each region and 
industry.
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Our current forecast carries an upside potential for 
2021 and 2022, especially for EMDEs. Among the 
advanced economies, we anticipate the U.S. to lead 
the GDP growth category at 6% in 2021, about 40 
basis points (bps) higher than the average GDP 
growth forecast in other advanced economies. China 
will lead EMDEs GDP growth by producing close to 
8.5%, about 260 basis points higher than the overall 
average of EMDEs in 2021.

Our base case for all our forecasts (Global, U.S., 
U.S. States and Metro Areas) rests on the following 
scenarios:

1. Wide availability of the vaccine to most countries, 
along with proper healthcare infrastructure, and 
assistance provided to developing economies.

2. Continued meaningful decline of coronavirus 
cases and deaths during the second half of 2021.

3. Continued economic re-opening in most nations, 
though improvement will vary by country and, in 
the U.S., by states. 

4. Continued positive results from stimulus and 
policy actions passed by large economies. 

5. Relaxation of some global travel restrictions.

6. Increase in economic activity among hard-hit 
service industries, mainly Leisure and Hospitality, 
producing outsized job and GDP growth during 
the second half of 2021.

7. Better management of world conflicts, such as 
international trade deals between the U.S. and 
China. These two economies account for about 
40% of the world GDP and approximately 25% of 
global trade. 

8. Finally, in summary:

• COVID-19 uncertainty should decline further 
into 2021, leading to more economic stability

• A 7% increase in global trade during 2021, 
following the approximate 10% decline in 
2020

• Job growth increase will boost consumer 
confidence and spending. This, in turn, is 
expected to increase business investment 
and economic growth
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U.S. ECONOMIC
PERSPECTIVE

• Overall, during the first half of 2021, the U.S. economy created about 3.26 million jobs with an 
unemployment rate of 6.1%. 

• The U.S. total employment is expected to reach the pre-pandemic level by the 1Q2023, one quarter 
ahead of our previous forecast.

• We forecast job growth to increase by 2.6% in 2021, and to rise by 3.6% in 2022.
• Expect the U.S. GDP to grow by 6.0% in 2021, up 20 basis points (bps) from our previous forecast, 

and all U.S. GDP due to the pandemic to be recovered by the end of 2021.
• Long term, from 2022 to 2027, we forecast GDP growth to average 2.5% annually, about 20 bps higher 

than the rate experienced in the years following the Great Recession.
• The Federal Reserve’s June 2021 announcement indicated that the near-zero rate will see two 

increases by the end of 2023. The Fed also pledged to continue asset purchases at a pace of $120 
billion per month, until substantial further progress had been made on economic growth. 

Following the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
U.S. economy demonstrated astounding resiliency, 
bouncing back from a 31.4% decrease in GDP growth 
during 2Q2020, to a 33.4% annualized increase 
in GDP growth by 3Q2020. Quickly enacted strong 
monetary and fiscal policies, along with gradual re-
openings of the states, contributed to V-Shaped GDP 
growth during the third quarter. 
 
Overall, during the first three months of 2021, U.S. 
job gains totaled 1.55 million, with the unemployment 
rate at 6.2%. However, in both April and May 2021, 
the labor market missed the mark. The expectation 
was for more than two million jobs added for those 
two months, but only 852,000 jobs materialized. By 
June, job gain had bounced back as the U.S. labor 
market created 850,000 jobs, exceeding expectations. 
Overall, during the first half of 2021, the U.S. economy 

created about 3.26 million jobs with an unemployment 
rate of 6.1%.   

Against this backdrop, we expect GDP to grow by 
6% in 2021, representing a 20-bps increase from 
our previous forecast. We anticipate that, by the end 
of 2021, the U.S. economy will recover all lost GDP 
caused by the pandemic. Long term, from 2022 to 2027, 
we forecast GDP growth to average 2.5% annually, 
about 20 bps higher than the rate experienced in the 
years following the Great Recession.

U.S. jobs are experiencing a K-Shaped recovery. 
Some industries have already reached, or are nearing, 
pre-pandemic total employment levels, whereas 
others are expected to take a longer time to reach 
that point. The U.S. total employment is expected to 
reach the pre-pandemic level by the 1Q2023, with 
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an exceptionally high upside to our forecast based 
on vaccinations, balanced labor supply and demand 
fundamentals during the second half of 2021, and 
manageable wage growth. We forecast job growth to 
increase by 2.6% in 2021, and to rise by 3.6% in 2022. 
Longer-term, from 2021 to 2027, we anticipate annual 
job growth to average 1.8%, about 40 bps higher than 
the post-Great Recession annual average job growth.  

The pandemic’s impact has been primarily on blue-
collar jobs, as most office-based jobs moved from 
employer offices to employee home offices. And 
while white-collar jobs have not been immune to the 
pandemic’s impact, there is evidence to support the 
notion that jobs requiring higher education recovered 
and/or will continue to recover more quickly than 
blue-collar jobs. For example, Professional and 
Technical Services (Tech) total employment has 
already passed the pre-pandemic level and Finance 
jobs will pass pre-pandemic-level totals by 3Q2021. 
Healthcare and Construction employment will pass 
its pre-pandemic level by 2Q2022 and Manufacturing 
will have recovered all lost jobs by 2Q2023, thanks to 
stimulus money dedicated to this industry. Meanwhile, 
Mining and Logging, and Leisure and Hospitality, will 
take more than five years to recover all lost jobs. We 
also expect most of the new innovations to take place 
in industries that experienced severe impacts, such 
as Manufacturing and Construction.

TAILWINDS TO DRIVE U.S. ECONOMIC GROWTH

1. Wide availability of vaccines and vaccinations 
will continue to increase business and consumer 
confidence. The increase in the supply of vaccines 
and number of vaccinations, combined with dwindling 
fear of business closings at the state and federal level, 

will help coordinate the supply of goods and services, 
while also boosting aggregate demand in the U.S. 
Complete business openings will continue to bring 
back laid-off or furloughed workers during the rest of 
2021, and pent-up demand from consumers will help 
increase business profits this year and beyond.

2. Accommodative fiscal and monetary policies. 
Pandemic-created fiscal and monetary policies have 
helped with economic recovery. The following stimulus 
packages have passed:

• The $2.2 trillion CARES Act

• The $900 billion package which is part of the 
Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental 
Appropriations Act of 2021

• The $1.9 billion American Rescue Plan

• There is also the potential for an additional $4 
trillion+ under the American Jobs and Infrastructure 
plan, though how much of that spending becomes 
reality remains to be seen. 

Furthermore, U.S. monetary policy remains extremely 
accommodative in that, despite inflationary pressure, 
the Federal Reserve’s June 2021 announcement 
indicated that the target interest rate range would be 
held between 0% and 0.25%. The Fed communicated 
that the near-zero rate, which started in March 
2020, will see two increases by the end of 2023. 
Furthermore, the Fed pledged to continue asset 
purchases at a pace of $120 billion per month, until 
substantial further progress had been made on 
economic growth, especially employment growth in 
the heavy-hit service sector.

With help from the American Rescue Plan and 
improved economic confidence, consumer 
expenditure increased by close to 10% in 1Q2021, 
followed by a more than 15% increase during 
2Q2021. Consumer spending alone could push the 
U.S. recovery into historical high GDP growth in 2021.

3. Healthy Consumers. One of the largest drivers 
of U.S. consumer spending is household net worth, 
mainly acquired through real estate equity and stock 
market growth. 

Due to the rapid increase in home prices, real estate 
owners’ equity increased by more than 13% during 
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1Q2021 and is expected to increase by more than 
15% in 2Q2021. Similarly, the annual average growth 
rate among major stock market indices was more 
than 30%. Though only 55% of U.S. adults participate 
in the stock market, spending from those who do 
will help generate economic activity and create jobs 
through secondary effects. 

After an overall annualized growth rate of close 
to 6.6% in 2020, household net worth increased 
by 23.8% during 1Q2021 and is expected to grow 
higher than 25% in 2Q2021. We are forecasting 
household net worth to increase by more than 20% 
in 2021, boosting consumer spending. This, in turn, is 
expected to create robust GDP and job growth. 

4. U.S. Corporations. During 1Q2021, corporate 
profits increased by about 9%. We expect corporate 
profits to increase by more than 10% in 2021, and by 
an annual average of 8% from 2022 to 2027. U.S. 
corporations had more than $1.94 trillion in after-
tax profit as of 1Q2021. Coupled with fiscal stimulus 
and monetary assistance provided by the Biden 
administration, these funds should help stimulate 
continued growth. 

5. Outsized contributions from the housing 
market. Housing usually has a secondary economic 
impact, relative to other industries. Homeownership 
leads to the purchase of other household items, such 
as electronics, appliances, and furniture. Residential 
investments average 3% to 5% of the GDP, while 
housing consumption spending typically averages 
12% to 13% of the GDP. Both of these are forecast 
to have an outsized contribution to the GDP by the 
middle of 2021. 

6. Positive impact from global trade. International 
trade usually benefits participating countries. Expect 

decreasing tariffs to increase global trade, despite 
current posturing by the U.S. and China. This, in turn, 
will lead to an increase in U.S. exports.

CHALLENGES TO U.S. ECONOMIC GROWTH

Short and long term headwinds faced by the U.S. 
economy differ, but require serious consideration 
and proper risk management. The following could 
represent short-term economic headwinds.

1. A viral third or fourth wave. Another surge in 
COVID-19 infections is possible during 2021 and 
beyond as the Delta variant has already hit the 
U.S. This is linked to under-developing countries 
like India, where cases are still at peak due to poor 
virus management and lack of proper healthcare 
infrastructure. Until and unless we have complete 
control of COVID-19, reduced supply and demand 
issues will continue to taper economic growth. That 
said, even with an increase in cases, the likelihood of 
a complete economic shutdown in the U.S. is low as 
the current vaccines seem to work with new variants. 

2. Inflation. Several recent data points that measure 
inflation have surged since March 2021. The Fed has 
indicated that inflation will be transitory. However, 
demand pull and supply push inflation drivers are 
currently in play in the U.S. economy, which is 
expected to be more long-term in nature.

During the Great Recession, the monthly annualized 
personal consumption expenditure (PCE) fell by an 
average of 2%, which put the Consumer Price Index 
for All Item (CPI-All Item) into negative territory. From 
December 2008 to October 2009, monthly annual 
average CPI-All Item growth was -0.8%, whereas 
the same period’s previous year average was 4.4%, 
representing a precipitous drop in inflation. From March 
2020 to February 2021, PCE fell by 3.5%. During the 
same period, the Personal Consumption Expenditure 
Index (PCEI), used by the Fed to measure inflation and 
CPI-All Item growth, averaged 1.1%. Since then, from 
March 2021 to June 2021, monthly annualized PCE 
growth was 17.7%. During the same period, PCEI 
and CPI-All Item growth averaged 4%. While the price 
levels have already passed the Fed benchmark rate 
of 2%, the Fed insists that the inflation and/or price 
increases are only transitory or temporary. However, 
several components of the inflation data, including 
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wage growth and residential cost, may be more long-
term in nature. Disruptions in the supply chain here 
at home and globally have caused shortages of key 
commodities and manufacturing materials, which 
are also expected to remain for a longer period. This 
is weighing on the availability of goods, causing a 
shortage in some cases and significant price increases 
during the past few months. This trend could weigh on 
the growth outlook for the second half of this year and 
beyond if inflation does not ease.

Could the Inflation be Transitory? Is It Over-
Indexed? Is the Economy Still Struggling? Read 
our recent article to learn more.

3. Taxes. As discussed in previous CONTI reports, 
tax increases remain one of the largest economic 
threats, and could significantly impact multifamily 
investors. Currently proposed taxes by the Biden 
administration will go before congress by November 
2021. During a Democrat-controlled term, fiscal and 
monetary policies tend to shift to deficit spending with 
tax increases. More attention is paid to consumption, 
or the demand side of the GDP equation, rather than 
the investment, or supply side. Here is what the Biden 
administration is considering:

• The 1031 Exchange. The 1031 exchange is a swap 
of one investment property for another that allows 
capital gains and depreciation recapture taxes to 
be deferred. Modifications to the 1031 exchange 

rule have been made during its 100-year history. 
The most recent modification took place in 2017, 
saving the like-kind exchange for business-related 
real estate, including rental properties. The Biden 
administration has been vocal about eliminating 
the use of the 1031 exchange to real estate deals 
above $400,000. However, we believe the 1031 
exchange is good for economic growth because 
it provides liquidity, especially during economic 
downturns. If the administration follows through 
on the modification, expect a reduction in real 
estate deal activity. The impact will especially be 
felt by small real estate investors with adjusted 
gross income less than $200,000. The result of 
potential modification or elimination could be 
reduced supply, leading to tighter fundamentals, 
and upward pressure on rent.

• Other Tax Proposals. Additional tax proposals on 
the Biden administration’s wish list include the 
following:

a. Increasing the top income tax rate from 37% 
to 39.6%

b. Taxing capital gains and dividends at ordinary 
income tax rates for those with annual 
incomes of more than $1 million

c. Tax unrealized capital gains at death

d. Apply Social Security payroll taxes for those 
earning more than $400,000 per year

e. Increase the top corporate income tax rate 
from 21% to 28%

f. Impose a 15% minimum tax on book income 
of large companies demonstrating at least 
$100 million of annual net income

g. Tax profits earned by foreign subsidiaries of 
U.S. firms at 21%

 If passed, any of these proposals could hurt the  
 economy and real estate investors.

https://contiorg.com/news/will-inflation-be-transitory/
https://contiorg.com/news/will-inflation-be-transitory/
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• Real estate data suggests that secondary markets in Sun Belt states with lower costs of living and 
costs of doing business benefited from the trend of moving from gateway markets, which is expected 
to continue in 2021 and 2022.

• During the first half of 2021, 10-year T-bills moved up, but cap rates remained low, due to high demand 
for the multifamily product type, so some tightening on the spread is expected.

• Annual new supply delivery is forecast to average about 350,000 units annually from 2022 to 2027.
• The U.S. homeownership rate increased by approximately 200 bps to 66.6%, despite a double-digit 

increase in home prices.

U.S. APARTMENT
MARKET AND DRIVERS

U.S. APARTMENT MARKET FUNDAMENTALS

Since the Great Recession, professionally managed 
apartment vacancy remained extremely low, with 
rent growth substantially higher than the inflation 
rate. New supply increased, with targeted higher-
income households occupying units at a rapid pace. 
Workforce housing occupancy and rent growth also 
increased quickly, as job growth ramped up.

The pandemic-driven recession of 2020 paused this 
healthy growth, with flat annual average rent growth 
and only about a 20 bps decline in occupancy. 
However, the headline occupancy and rent growth 
numbers for 2020 do not fully explain the U.S. 
apartment market fundamentals, as the apartment 
markets have experienced bifurcation from the 
pandemic and subsequent recovery. 

While professionally managed apartments 
experienced a very minor pandemic impact with a 
rent-collection rate of around 95%, small privately-

owned rental properties did not fare so well. At the 
same time, many renter households moved away 
from high tax and regulation states like New York and 
California to more business-friendly states, such as 
Texas and Florida. Relocation to states with a low 
cost of doing business and cost of living began in the 
middle of the previous cycle and amplified tenfold due 
to the pandemic and continued through the first half 
of 2021. The result has been an increase in or stable 
market fundamentals in Sun Belt state metro areas.

The pandemic also impacted work-from-home (WFH) 
activities, increasing people’s need for a workspace 
in their apartments. This increased demand for three 
and four bedroom rental units, leading to decreased 
vacancy during the first half of 2021. However, during 
the last cycle, much of the new apartment supply 
consisted of smaller units in urban core locations. 
Creating an increase in new supply of larger units 
in suburban locations will take time. Furthermore, 
decisions surrounding WFH will also likely take time 
to play out, but will strongly influence the size and 
location of rental housing demand. In the meantime, 
apartment fundamentals in suburban areas and the 
secondary and tertiary markets will likely remain 
favorable. 

The stable job and population growth along with 
momentum from the first half of 2021, especially 
2Q2021, supports the following forecasts:

1. New supply is expected to reach 315,000 units in 
2021, despite an increase in labor and material 
costs. 
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2. Annual new supply delivery is forecast to average 
about 350,000 units annually from 2022 to 2027. 
Supply and demand are expected to remain 
balanced during the short run

U.S. APARTMENT MARKET DRIVERS

Job Growth: Real estate fundamentals are driven 
by job growth. Job growth declined by 5.7% or 8.65 
million jobs in 2020, with an average unemployment 
rate of 8.1%. When businesses re-opened in 2020, 
more than half the jobs lost due to the pandemic were 
recovered; the job recovery will continue in 2021. 
However, the economic impact of the pandemic is 
unevenly distributed among the states, metro areas, 
and industries.

Metros with a higher percentage of educated labor 
force, with a higher share of office-using jobs, in lower 
population-density metros, are expected to fare better 
than others.

Single Family Housing Market: The homeownership 
rate increased by approximately 200 bps to 66.6%, 
despite a double-digit increase in home prices. This 
was due to a lack of new housing supply since the 
Great Recession. Additionally, drastic mortgage rate 
cuts helped many sidelined home buyers become 
homeowners. This trend continued during the first half 
of 2021, as home price growth data from every single-
family data provider showed double-digit growth. The 
supply of homes, measured by housing months of 
supply, hovered around 2.5 months during the first 
half of 2021. 

New and existing home sales increased compared 
to the last year, but fell each month during 2Q2021, 
again due primarily to supply shortages. Home prices 
are expected to increase by more than 9% during 
2021.

Continued home price growth will price out, and shrink 
the pool of potential buyers. Expect homeownership 
to decline once again starting in 2023. Although the 
for-sale and rental market remain balanced right now, 
by the end of 2022 we expect household preferences 
to shift toward renting for both financial and lifestyle 
reasons.

Population: U.S. population growth remained flat in 
2020, compared to 2019. International migration to 
the U.S. has been declining over the past few years. 
Within the U.S., relocation from east- and west-coast 
gateway cities to the metros in Sun Belt states began 
during the last expansion cycle and accelerated in 
2020 due to the pandemic. Real estate data suggests 
that secondary markets in Sun Belt states with lower 
costs of living and costs of doing business benefited 
from this trend, which is expected to continue in 2021 
and 2022. 

Though professionally-managed apartments appeal 
to every age group, the 18 to 44 year-old cohort will 
remain a strong renter cohort, at close to 36% renter 
share in 2021. Expect population growth for this age 
group to remain stable through 2027.
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U.S. CAPITAL MARKET FUNDAMENTALS

NCREIF Total Return: Historically speaking, the 
apartment total return outpaced the NCREIF Property 
Index (NPI) total return (for all property returns) by 
close to 100 bps, pointing to increased investor 
interest in the property type.

The severe fall economists anticipated in apartment 
values during the pandemic did not materialize, as 
relatively stronger fundamentals emerged for the 
professionally managed apartment market after a 
brief pause during the early month of the pandemic 
in 2020. Apartment total return landed in positive 
territory during 2020, averaging 1.8%, despite a 2% 
decrease in value. During 1Q2021, total return grew 
by 2.6%.

Apartment values are expected to turn positive after 
the end of the first half of 2021, expanding apartment 
income return, especially as compared to 2020. As 
we move forward into the rest of 2021, total return 
is forecast to grow by an annual average of 5.8%. 
Annual average total return growth is forecast at 
10.2% from 2022 to 2027.

RCA Apartment Transactions: According to Real 
Capital Analytics (RCA), apartment transaction 
volume from 2013 to 2019 averaged more than $151 
billion, reaching a peak transaction of close to $192 
billion in 2019. 

Below is a summary of the most recent data with 
estimated June 2021 monthly data to complete 
2Q2021:

1. More than 7,100 apartment properties traded in 
2020, at an average price per unit of $174,700, 
representing a year-over-year increase of 1.6%

2. In 2Q2021, approximately 7,700 properties are 
expected to be sold for $176,100 per unit, a 0.3% 
annual growth rate

3. Annual average apartment transactions declined 
by 24% in 2020, and fell more than 25% in 1Q2021

4. By 2Q2021, annual average apartment 
transactions are estimated to increase by close to 
2%, totaling more than $165 billion

5. Transaction volume and price-per-unit metrics are 
expected to pick up the pace during the second 
half of 2021, while the apartment transaction cap 
rate remains stable at around 5.1%

An above-average market fundamental outlook is 
expected to produce an above-average total return 
for the multifamily property type. According to 
NCREIF and RCA, the apartment values and prices 
are expected to come out of a low point of the cycle 
recorded during 2020 and the first half of 2021 and 
start to show a stronger magnitude of growth during the 
second half of 2021. We believe that well-capitalized 
real estate investors will gradually want to take 
advantage of expected short and long term market 
and product-type fundamentals and buy apartments 
this year while price per unit growth remains relatively 
lower than the historical average of over 6%.

Current value apartment cap rates remained the 
lowest among property types, at 4% during 2020 and 
expected to drop to 3.8% in 2Q2021. The long-term 
historical average spread between the apartment 
cap rate and 10-year T-bill was close to 200 bps. In 
recent years, the spread increased by approximately 
260 bps. During the first half of 2021, 10-year T-bills 
moved up, but cap rates remained low, due to high 
demand for the multifamily product type. So, some 
tightening on the spread is expected.

During the rest of 2021, expect high investor interest 
in suburban workforce housing (Class B and Class C 
apartments), in the middle of the country. Investors 
will be hard-pressed to find Class B and Class C 
apartments, however. 

As we move forward into the second half of 2021 
and in the short run, higher inflationary pressure is 
expected to impact the U.S. economy. However, real 
estate investments are used to hedge against inflation. 
Thus, expect an increase in investment dollars to flow 
to multifamily housing, as the apartment property 
type has been the darling of real estate investors, 
historically and now. 
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U.S. FUNDAMENTALS AND RETURNS
BY PROPERTY TYPES

Besides the apartment market fundamentals, we are 
analyzing three other major U.S. commercial real 
estate property types with NCREIF data: Industrial, 
Office, and Retail. 

U.S. Industrial Market Fundamentals and Returns: 

Previously concentrated in the coastal markets with 
well-established ports, industrial property types have 
grown substantially throughout the country. The rise 
of e-commerce has helped the product type to expand 
to the densely populated areas in the secondary 
markets.
 
From 2014 to 2020, annual average occupancy among 
industrial properties was 95.7%, the highest among all 
property types. During the same period, net operating 
income (NOI) growth was 6.6%. The pandemic-driven 
recession did not pause healthy growth in industrial 
market fundamentals and, in fact, fundamentals grew. 
In 2020, annual average occupancy and NOI growth 
stood at 96.6% and 6.7%, respectively.

During the first half of 2021, the industrial sector is 
forecast to continue its upward trajectory. Occupancy 
will remain stable at 96.6%, with NOI growth of 6.5%. 
As we move forward in 2021 and beyond, a more 
permanent shift in consumer behavior will enhance 
online platforms’ role in the retail landscape, prompting 
steady demand for warehouse and distribution space. 
Similar to apartment and other property types, the 
success of industrial properties also depends on job 
and population growth. 

We are forecasting NOI growth of 6.8%, with 
occupancy of 96.7%, during 2021. Industrial NOI 
growth is forecast to average 5.9% from 2022 to 2027 
with occupancy at 96.6%. The heightened demand 
has pushed inventory growth, especially in Sun Belt 
regions.

As previously mentioned, demand for this product type 
increased in suburban areas of secondary and tertiary 
markets before the pandemic, when consumers’ 
preference for purchasing goods online increased. 
The expectation of next-day delivery drove retailers 
to be closer to the population centers to boost last-
mile deliveries, increasing demand for the industrial 
product type. As such, the estimated appreciation 
return during the first half of 2021 was about 9.3% 
with an income return of 4.4%, adding to a whopping 
13.7% total return.

Acquisition and new construction of industrial property 
types will remain above average during the outlook 
period, as we forecast an annual average total return 
of close to 12.5% from 2022 to 2027. During the 
same period, demand for the product type will keep 
the current value cap rate low at around 5%, about 
30 bps below the long-term average but about 40 bps 
higher than the current rate. 

U.S. Office Market Fundamentals and Returns: The 
pandemic had a significant impact on the office sector 
in 2020, which will continue through 2021 and beyond. 
Office buildings emptied, particularly in gateway cities 
and urban core locations, as companies downsized 
and encouraged their staff to work from home.
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From 2014 to 2020 annual average office occupancy 
was 88.7%. While this figure was lowest among 
the property types, the office sector does have low 
equilibrium occupancy. During the same period, NOI 
growth was 4.8%. During the pandemic, due to long-
term office lease contracts, the drop in occupancy 
was only by about 70 bps. 

During the first half of 2021, office occupancy averaged 
88.6% with NOI growth of 2.1%. Many structural 
changes have been made to existing workplaces, 
as employers continue adding physical distancing 
measures to keep workers safe. The debate over the 
viability of WFH continues. Some surveys suggest 
employees would prefer to return to the office at least 
some days where they can more easily collaborate, 
build relationships, and be mentored. However, other 
employees prefer remote work, suggesting they can 
be more efficient and productive away from the office. 

Until work-from-home versus work-from-office is 
resolved, companies are signing short-term leases 
at higher prices. If return-to-office becomes more 
prevalent, expect further structural changes to 
workspaces, such as social distancing, which could 
mean the need for more office space.

Based on these factors, we are forecasting office 
occupancy of 88.8% from 2022 to 2027, about 50 bps 
higher than the average occupancy reported over the 
past seven years. We are forecasting NOI growth of 
4.1% during the same period, about 70 bps below the 
previous seven-year average.  

From 2013 to 2020, all property total returns 
outpaced office total return by about 60 bps. Due to 
contraction in office space demand during the height 
of the pandemic, appreciation return was -2.8% 
in 2020. During the first half of 2021 appreciation 
return is expected to remain in the negative territory 
at -2.8% with an income return of 4.4%, adding to 
about 1.6% total return. We are forecasting a 2021 
office total return of 2.3%, only slightly better than the 
2020 returns. We are forecasting office total return to 
average 9.5% from 2022 to2027, about 90 bps higher 
than 2010 to 2020 historical average.

The current value cap rate for the product type is 
expected to remain low at 4.8% during the first half of 
2021, approximately 60 bps lower than 2010 to 2020 
historical average of 5.4%. We are forecasting a cap 
rate of 5% in 2021, with an annual average of 5.3% 
from 2022 to 2027.

U.S. Retail Market Fundamentals and Returns: 
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Similar to the apartment market, the retail property 
type had a bifurcated recovery after the pandemic. 
Many restaurants and bars, electronics, and apparel 
stores, among others, are still far from being fully 
recovered.

Retail property performance fluctuated regionally 
and by building type, as prolonged shutdowns and 
capacity restrictions hurt retailers, despite rounds 
of business stimulus. Smaller retail stores (mainly 
restaurants and bars), large entertainment venues, 
and malls suffered severe impacts from the pandemic. 
Retailers in suburban, rural, secondary, and tertiary 
markets managed to escape some damage, as they 
often consisted of essential businesses. 

During 2020, the retail occupancy stood at 91.8%, 
about 110 bps below the 2019 numbers. From 2010 
to 2019, the NOI growth annual average was 2.9% 
but dropped by about 21% in 2020. The magnitude 
of decline in NOI by the end of 2021 will be less than 
what we saw during 2020 but will remain high at about 
-11.4%.

Even before the pandemic, brick-and-mortar retail 
was experiencing deterioration in fundamentals, due 
to exceptionally high consumer preferences toward 
online shopping. However, U.S. households are in 
great financial shape right now. Much of the three 
rounds of stimulus money is still sitting in savings 
accounts. Coupling that with discretionary spending 
cutbacks spurred by the pandemic, consumers are 
in good financial shape and itching to spend their 
dollars. Additionally, it’s important to remember that 
vaccine supply and vaccinations are increasing, which 
is supporting an upside to the retail property types.   

Annual total retail sales declined in 2Q2020, at the 
height of the pandemic, by -3.6%, while e-commerce 
sales grew by 43.8%. Since then, total retail sales 

have increased each quarter, recording robust growth 
of about 17% in 1Q2021. Based on these issues, we 
are forecasting an annual average of 92.3% retail 
occupancy from 2022 to 2027, about 40 bps lower 
than the average occupancy reported during the past 
seven years. A 2.6% NOI growth is forecast during 
the same period, about 20 bps below the 2011 to 
2019 average.  

But online shopping is here to stay, so the strategic 
acquisition of well-leased properties in densely 
populated centers should be in play. Also, by some 
estimates, one in six restaurants have closed for good. 
This means opportunities in the second half of 2021 
and 2022 to re-open and improve these properties. 
And as always, neighborhood and community centers 
will remain the favorite retail property type.

We are forecasting retail total return to average 
8.2% from 2022 to 2027, about 30 bps higher than 
2010 to 2020 historical average. After 2023, expect 
the property type to revert to similar growth as all 
property type returns. The current value cap rate for 
the product type is estimated to remain low at 4.7% 
during the first half of 2021, approximately 100 bps 
below the 5.7% historical average from 2010 to 2020. 
We are forecasting a cap rate of 4.9% in 2021, and a 
5.2% annual average from 2022 to 2027.
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• The aggregate total GDP of the six Sun Belt states was estimated at $4.29 trillion in 2020. If these 
states combined were a country, the aggregate economy would represent the fourth-largest economy 
in the world, including the U.S. as a whole. 

• From 2011 to 2019, annual average GDP growth was 2.8%, about 50 bps higher than that of the nation.
• The selected Sun Belt states’ GDP and job growth during 2Q2021 accelerated with a robust growth 

rate. 
• From 2010 to 2019, occupancy increased close to 300 bps, reaching 95% by 2019. Furthermore, 

2Q2021 saw record occupancy across the Sun Belt states. Expect various markets to outperform the 
U.S. and their historical norms during the next six years with either a 200-bps out-performance in job 
growth or 100 bps out-performance in revenue growth.

SUN BELT STATES: ECONOMY AND 
APARTMENT MARKET FUNDAMENTALS

CONTI is interested in all of Sun Belt states, but Texas, 
Florida, Georgia, Carolinas, and Tennessee are used 
as examples to illustrate regional strengths. As such, 
the following analyses will focus on these states and 
their selected major metros. 

AGGREGATED ECONOMY OF SELECTED
SUN BELT STATES

The aggregate total GDP of the six Sun Belt states was 
estimated at $4.29 trillion in 2020. To provide some 
relative perspective, if these states, combined were a 
country, the aggregate total GDP would represent the 
fourth-largest economy in the world.

From 2011 to 2019, annual average GDP growth was 
2.8%, about 50 bps higher than that of the nation. 
The 2020 pandemic-driven recession decreased the 
Sun Belt GDP and job growth by 3.2% and 4.6%, 
respectively. During 2019, Sun Belt states employed 

more than 36.29 million workers, representing 
approximately 24.1% of U.S. total employment. The 
unemployment rate during that period averaged 3.4%. 
The 2020 unemployment rate averaged about 7.2%.

During the 2Q2021, the GDP growth is estimated to 
average 5.9% with job growth of 7.5% in selected Sun 
Belt states. In 2021, we are forecasting GDP and job 
growth of 3.6% and 2.5%, respectively. Longer-term, 
from 2022 to 2027, annual average GDP growth is 
forecast at 2.8% with job growth of 1.9%, similar to 
the historic average.
 
The selected Sun Belt states’ GDP and job growth 
during 2Q2021 accelerated with a robust growth rate. 
Texas, for example, is expected to record GDP growth 
of over 10% in 2Q2021 and job growth of close to 
7%. Understandably, the growth rates are coming 
from the low point in 2020. However, thanks to its four 
major metros with stable industries, Texas boasts one 
of the healthiest economies in the United States. By 
4Q2021, Austin is expected to recover all lost jobs, 
followed by Dallas-Fort Worth and San Antonio, both 
of which are forecast to reach pre-pandemic total 
employment by 1Q2022. Houston will recover all lost 
jobs by 2Q2022. In total, Texas metros will recover all 
lost jobs more than a year earlier than the nation.

Another large Sun Belt state, Florida, has the fourth-
largest economy in the nation. During 2Q2021, the 
Sunshine State employed more than 8.62 million 
people, or 5.9% of total U.S. employment. Florida’s 
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unemployment rate averaged 4.9% in 2Q2021, with 
all major metros recording positive job growth, and 
wage and household income growth.

Though employment by industry in Florida is 
diversified, the Leisure and Hospitality industry must 
stay healthy. We anticipate that further recovery will 
take hold during the rest of 2021 as vaccinations 
and consumer and business confidence increases. 
Orlando’s theme parks and the greater Tampa area 
beaches depend on tourism dollars, with Leisure and 
Hospitality employees hired to support those visitors. 
At the same time, these metro areas also contain a fair 
amount of Professional & Business and Healthcare 
jobs.

What Drives the Economy of the Sun Belt States?

1. Friendly taxes and regulations. Texas, 
Florida, and Tennessee are among nine states with 
no corporate and individual state income taxes. 
Furthermore, these, and the other Sun Belt states 
offer very friendly business regulations, leading to a 
low cost of doing business. As a result, Sun Belt state 
corporate relocations and expansions in 2021 are 
expected to exceed those taking place during 2019 
and 2020. 

2. Educated and skilled labor force. The 
universities in these states produce a fair amount 
of skilled and educated labor. This is attractive for 
corporate relocations, preventing companies from 
considering overseas or other states to seek labor. 

3. Comparatively lower cost of living. The two 
biggest reasons that people move are the availability 
of jobs and lower cost of living. Population growth, 

in turn, creates economic activity and growth. The 
largest number impacting the index is home values. In 
Texas, home values are about 18% below the national 
average. Apartment rents across the Sun Belt states 
are about 20% less than the national average, and 
more than 25% less than in California and New York.

4. Diversified economy. People seeking jobs in Sun 
Belt states find them quickly, thanks to a diversified 
economy. 

5. Central location and established infrastructure. 
A central location and quality infrastructure are must-
haves to support economic growth. The Sun Belt 
states are not only connected to most other states 
through well-built highways, seaports, and airports, 
their various international airports also offer direct 
flights to major international cities.

AGGREGATED APARTMENT MARKET 
FUNDAMENTALS OF SELECTED SUN BELT 
STATES

Some common and unique characteristics of 
apartment fundamentals in Sun Belt states include:

1. Demand outpaces supply. High apartment 
supply and equally, if not higher, apartment demand 
due to above-average job and population growth.

2. Comparatively affordable rental rates. Renter 
households can find a range of prices for apartments 
in Sun Belt states. This is different than the situation 
in many coastal states, in which starting rental prices 
tend to be high.

3. Balanced housing demand. Single-family 
and multifamily markets generally tend to remain 
balanced in the Sun Belt states. Currently, however, 
some of these states are experiencing a substantial 
increase in home prices, which is making renting 
more affordable. This trend is expected to continue 
for the next two years.

4. Apartment values at play. While the core drivers 
of apartment fundamentals – jobs and population 
growth – continue to produce strong income growth, 
appreciation return (or values) is also playing an 
increasingly important role in total apartment return. 
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5. Location diversification. The Sun Belt offers 
diversified metros, with different investment risk/return 
criteria. Investors also favor metros in these states 
because of lower risk, versus that of other parts of the 
country.

Historically, apartment market fundamentals remained 
healthy in the Sun Belt states. From 2010 to 2019, 
occupancy increased close to 300 bps, reaching 95% 
by 2019. During that time, annual average demand 
outpaced supply by close to 14,000 units. Thanks 
to the strength of apartment market fundamentals, 
revenue growth during the last cycle averaged 4.1%. 
Though revenue growth was flat in 2020, annual 
average revenue growth increased by a solid 8.9% in 
2Q2021, with a 0.8% growth in occupancy.

Among the six Sun Belt states analyzed; Florida had 
the highest occupancy during 2Q2021 at 96.6% as 
the state also has a higher equilibrium occupancy. 
Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee, which 
reported occupancy of 96.2% during the same period. 

Like the nation, during 2Q2021, Sun Belt states broke 
all-time historical occupancy records as well. We 
expect revenue growth to cool a bit in 2021 compared 
to what was seen during 2Q2021, to an average of 
6.2%. Longer-term, from 2022 to 2027, we expect 
annual average revenue growth to average 3.8%, as 
robust but manageable fundamental growth continues 
during the second half of 2021 and beyond. The 
majority of new supply delivery in the U.S. during this 
year and next will be in the Sun Belt states, but the 
impact of new supply to fundamentals will be minimal, 
as the region is experiencing high net migration and 
job growth. In fact, by some estimates, the Sun Belt 

region needs, and can handle, more new supply than 
currently estimated. We are forecasting the delivery 
of approximately 858,000 units in the major metros of 
these six Sun Belt states from 2021-2027, breaking 
down to an annual average inventory growth of 1.7%, 
like the historical inventory growth rate.

SELECTED SUN BELT STATES AND METRO AREA

Job and Revenue Growth Forecast: The chart below 
shows annual average job and apartment revenue 
growth for the U.S. and Sun Belt states during the 
forecast period between 2022 and 2027. The data is 
aggregated and broken out by individual states and 
metro areas, with revenue growth calculated by using 
the sum of occupancy change and rent growth for the 
measurement years. 

It is well documented that the major driver of apartment 
occupancy and rent growth (or revenue growth) is 
job growth. For the Sun Belt markets, the correlation 
between these two variables stands at over 82%. As 
the job growth recovery continues in these states and 
metros, apartment market fundamentals will further 
reach new heights.

The aggregate Sun Belt states, plus the selected 
states and their major metros, beat U.S. job and 
revenue growth. There are states and metros in 
which the performance is exceptionally higher. During 
the outlook, for example, Austin, Nashville, Orlando, 
and Dallas are expected to outperform in job growth, 
whereas Tampa, Fort Worth, Raleigh, and Charlotte 
should demonstrate robust apartment revenue growth 
performance. Expect these markets to outperform 
the U.S. and their historical norms during the next 
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six years with either a 200-bps out-performance in 
job growth or 100 bps out-performance in revenue 
growth.  

Above-Average Net Domestic and International 
Migration will Benefit Apartment Market 
Fundamentals in the Sun Belt States

Migration: The Sun Belt states’ diversified economies 
offer blue- and white-collar jobs, across every 
industry. Meanwhile, job growth is also the major 
driver of population growth. For instance, people are 
not only relocating from California metros to cities 
like Phoenix, metros in Nevada, or Denver, they are 
moving even further to Texas and other cities in Sun 
Belt states like Florida.

The magnitude of migration growth from coastal 
areas to these states accelerated in 2020 due to 
the pandemic. Meanwhile, the major components 
of population change, including domestic and 
international migration, remained stable during 2020. 
Domestic and international migration to Sun Belt 
states is forecast to total 5.71 million from 2021 to 
2027, about 1.34 million more than what took place 
from 2015 to 2020. The above-average net migration 
to the states will keep their apartment markets healthy, 
at least for the next six years.

Balanced Single-Family and Multifamily Markets 
Bodes Well for Overall Housing Market in the 
Sun Belt States. However, For-Sale Housing 
Affordability is Creeping Up

Single-Family Housing Market: Historically, single-
family and multifamily housing conditions in the Sun 

Belt states have generally remain balanced, with 
no substantial advantage afforded to one sector 
or the other. However, due to a lack of new home 
supply and the nature of the pandemic, the rate of 
housing prices increased by double digits in 2020, 
making affordability a real problem for homebuyers. 
Against the backdrop of dwindling supply and still-low 
mortgage rates, robust home price growth continued 
through the first half of 2021.

The homeownership rate in 2Q2021 was estimated 
at 68.5%, about 170 bps higher than the long-term 
average but demonstrating deceleration from 2020 in 
Sun Belt states. The nature of the pandemic led to 
higher demand for houses. 

SUN BELT STATES APARTMENT CAPITAL 
MARKETS FUNDAMENTALS

NCREIF Total Return: From 2010 to 2019, the Sun 
Belt state’s apartment and NPI total return (all property 
return) were similar, at 9.9% and 10.1%, respectively. 
Annualized apartment appreciation return turned 
negative in 2020 by 1.3%, but positive income returns 
of 4% kept total return in positive territory at 2.7%.

During the 2Q2021, total apartment return is 
expected to increase by 4.8%, due to slightly positive 
appreciation return of about 0.8%, and income return 
of 4%. We are forecasting apartment total return to 
grow by an annual average of about 6.6% in 2021, 
about 80 bps higher than that of the U.S.

From 2022 to 2027, the annual average apartment 
total return is expected at 10.7%, more than 70 bps 
better than the long-term average experienced in 
the years following the Great Recession. Sun Belt 
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apartments, as investment vehicles, offer low risk 
with solid income returns. That is why some investors 
include these markets in their portfolios, to diversify 
their real estate holdings while at the same time 
increasing risk-adjusted return.

North Carolina’s apartment total return is expected 
to increase by 9.2% during 2Q2021, with its major 
metros Raleigh/Durham and Charlotte recording 
total returns of 10.9% and 8.1%, respectively. Among 
the Texas markets, Dallas-Fort Worth will lead the 
apartment return category at about 5.6%. In Florida, 
Tampa’s apartment total return will also show robust 
growth of 7.6% during the same period.

Estimated Apartment Total Return during the 
First Half of 2021 and Forecast 2022-2027: A Solid 
Momentum of Above Average Growth Expected

The chart above shows the annual average apartment 
total return for the U.S. and Sun Belt region during 
the first half of 2021, and the annual average forecast 
years of 2022 to 2027. The data is broken into 
individual states and their metro areas, where the 
region, state, and metro area’s estimated apartment 
total return currently stands, and where it is headed 
in the long term.

In the Sun Belt states, from 2010 to 2016, appreciation 
return was the major driver of total return. That 
changed from 2017 to 2019 as robust market 
fundamentals produced high income returns. During 
the first half of 2021 and going forward from 2022 to 
2027, we expect selected Sun Belt states and metros 

to substantially outperform the nation in the apartment 
total return category. The metros in the Sun Belt states 
that outperformed during the first half of 2021 are also 
expected to outperform during the upcoming cycle.

The primary reason why these markets outperform 
during the forecast is that they are coming with 
forceful positive momentum in 2021, along with other 
characteristics required to succeed, including above-
average job growth and population growth. Further, 
the diversified metros in the Sun Belt states offer 
established suburban submarkets with affordable 
workforce housing, which are expected to outperform 
during the next couple of years. Among the Sun Belt 
markets analyzed, Tampa (13.9%) will lead the pack 
in annual average apartment total return growth from 
2022 to 2027, followed by Raleigh/Durham (13.6%) 
and Dallas (13.5%). All other Sun Belt markets will 
produce healthy total returns as well, ranging from 
about 10% to 12% during the forecast period.   

RCA Apartment Transactions: From 2013 to 2019, 
apartment transaction volume in all the Sun Belt 
states totaled more than $479 billion, at an annual 
average of more than $68 billion, or little more than 
45% of the annual average U.S. transactions.

Peak transaction volume reached $92.45 billion in 
2019. During 2020, apartment transactions fell by 
over 16%; approximately 3,017 apartment properties 
traded at an average price per unit of $155,500, 
10.4% higher than 2019. The transaction cap rate in 
2020 was 5.1%, about 120 bps lower than 2010 to 
2019 historical average. During 2Q2021, we expect 
3,478 apartments to be traded at an annual average 
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occupancy of 93.6% for the Sun Belt region, about 150 
bps higher than its long-term average and about 60 
bps higher than that of the U.S. The CRE occupancy 
during the 2022 to 2027 outlook period is forecast to 
be 94.3%, a new record for the region.

Historically, the CRE NOI growth for the region stood 
at 4.7% and we are forecasting annual average 
growth of 5.4% from 2022 to 2027. During the height 
of the pandemic and into the first half of 2021, the NOI 
dropped into negative territory in the Sun Belt region, 
but we are expecting a flat growth by the end of 2021 
for CRE NOI growth. Growth in CRE fundamentals 
and values has increased investor interest in the Sun 
Belt region, putting strong downward pressure on 
current value cap rates, which have been hovering 
just below the 5% range during the first half of 2021. 

Industrial: Similar to what is taking place in the U.S., 
industrial real estate is outperforming all other property 
types in the Sun Belt region as well. The product 
type is well-situated, with job and population growth 
anticipated to produce outsized total return going 
forward as well. This will beat all other property types 
in the region. The pandemic influenced consumer 
behavior that favors industrial property types. The 
move to online buying for essential and regular 
day-to-day consumer products intensified, keeping 
industrial properties in high demand throughout the 
COVID-driven economic shutdown. Thus, during 
2020, industrial total return was 9.7% but is estimated 
to increase to 11.9% during the first half of 2021. The 
industrial sector experienced virtually no impact from 
the pandemic, unlike other property types. Short- and 
long-term, we are forecasting industrial total return 
in the Sun Belt states to range from 13% to 14%. 
The new supply of industrial space, especially high-
tech warehouse buildings near population centers, is 
expected to increase during the outlook.

Office: An increase in office-using jobs in the Sun 
Belt region is, in part, driven by companies and 
people moving from the high-tax, costly business 
regulations, and high cost-of-living states, mainly in 
the east and west coast regions. This trend minimized 
deterioration in office fundamentals and total return 
during 2020. Office total return remained in the mild 
positive territory during 2020 and into the first half of 

transaction volume of $93.4 billion: an increase of a 
little more than 15% year over year. The transaction 
cap rate is expected to decline to 5% during 2Q2021. 
Meanwhile, transaction volume is expected to pick up 
the pace during the second half of 2021 and beyond, 
with price-per-unit increases, and a 30-bps increase 
in cap rates.

Among the selected metros in the Sun Belt region, 
Dallas will lead in the transaction volume category at 
$12.38 billion or over 19% increase in 2Q2021 from 
2Q2020, followed by Atlanta at $10.66 billion or over 
36% annual growth. Charlotte leads in the relative 
growth category as the metro area’s transaction 
volume is expected to increase by 45.6%. Orlando, 
Raleigh/Durham, and Houston apartment transaction 
volume is expected to decline in 2Q2021 anywhere 
from 17% to 33%, but all other selected Sun Belt 
metros will show growth from last year.

Apartment cap rates vary by market and asset class. 
Class A properties in core markets can go for cap rates 
in the mid-3% range. Lower-tier properties in tertiary 
markets may trade with cap rates above 7%. However, 
the search for higher risk-adjusted return in the Sun 
Belt metros has become increasingly competitive, 
which, in turn, continues to put downward pressure 
on the cap rates in these markets. This year, and for 
the next couple of years, expect workforce housing 
in suburban locations to attract higher competition 
among buyers, as apartment fundamentals are 
expected to outperform.

SUN BELT REGION OVERALL COMMERCIAL 
REAL ESTATE (CRE) MARKET CONDITIONS

All CRE: As previously discussed, all real estate 
performance is driven by job and population 
growth. The pandemic has magnified a new trend 
for commercial real estate (CRE), with preference 
growing for product in the secondary and tertiary 
markets, mainly in Sun Belt states. The reason for 
the popularity of this region is because its metros are 
experiencing accelerated job and population growth.

During the last cycle, the CRE occupancy rates of 
Sun Belt states and the U.S. were similar, at 92.1%. 
During the first half of 2021, we are estimating CRE 
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2021. We are forecasting annual average total return 
of about 9% during the six-year outlook.

If business leaders successfully bring back workers to 
offices in Sun Belt market’s urban cores, office demand 
might increase, due to additional space required for 
social distancing. In the short run, expect companies 
to accommodate WFH, or to open satellite offices 
in suburban locations or tertiary markets to cater to 
remote employees, maintaining healthy demand for 
housing and office space in these locations.

Retail: Toward the middle of the last recovery, 
there was a rise in e-commerce, during which U.S. 
brick-and-mortar retailers started to see a gradual 
decline in fundamentals. However, that changed 
during the pandemic, as the magnitude of decline in 
fundamentals increased with a greater impact on the 
retail property type.

The Sun Belt states did not escape this national trend 
but experienced a lesser impact, especially during 
the pandemic. This is because many of the Sun Belt 
states re-opened early. Furthermore, the region has 
quite a few tertiary markets, where retail stores were 
classified as essential businesses.

During 2020, retail total return declined by 7.5% in 
the Sun Belt states, but we are forecasting retail 
annual average total return to increase by about 
8.7% from 2022 to 2027. Many positive factors will 
impact the Sun Belt region’s retail sector during the 
outlook. Consumer and business confidence are up, 
consumers are in great financial shape, and finally, 
most of the lost growth that remains to be recovered is 
in the retail sector. That said, some retail sectors, such 
as malls, will continue to experience deterioration in 
fundamentals.

The year 2021 has made many promising steps 
forward in the ways of economic recovery following the 
global upheaval caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Vaccine distribution continues to aid in recovery in 
developed countries, boosting public confidence and 
inspiring a sense of normalcy. 

Most countries are expected to recover all lost GDP 
by the end of 2022, although that recovery may vary 
by industry and location. The U.S. is expected to 
recover all of its lost GDP by the end of this year, a 
year earlier than most of the world. Loosening travel 
restrictions mean that international trade will receive 
needed lift. Among the advanced economies, we 
anticipate the U.S. to lead the GDP growth category 
at 6.0% in 2021, while China will lead EMDEs GDP at 
nearly 8.5%.

Overall, during the first half of 2021, the U.S. 
economy created about 3.26 million jobs. U.S. total 

employment is expected to reach the pre-pandemic 
level by the 1Q2023. As jobs return and employment 
grows, we are continuing to see strong interest in the 
Sun Belt region of the U.S. While this region has been 
historically strong in both job and population growth, 
the pandemic made the lower-cost states all the more 
appealing. 

Commercial real estate performance is also driven 
by job and population growth. Growth in CRE 
fundamentals and values has increased investor 
interest in the Sun Belt region. Multifamily is needed 
to keep up with population growth; office is needed 
to accommodate the new and expanding corporate 
presence; retail is needed to cover the daily needs of 
the region’s new residents; and industrial is needed 
to help ensure that these consumer goods are able 
to be manufactured and transported effectively. As 
the region continues to grow, we expect a wealth of 
opportunity in the CRE space. 

CONCLUSION
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CONTI is a leading real estate investment company, investing capital on behalf of individuals, 
wealth managers, institutions, and pension funds. Our mission is to create outstanding value 
for our investors through an active stewardship of their capital. We provide capital solutions to 
acquire, manage, and sponsor real estate investments across the U.S. Our efforts are backed 
by years of industry experience, strong company culture, and a relentless drive to perform.
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